
FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS

ALL PRO TOOLS VERSIONS 
› Make music with powerful MIDI and score

editing tools

› Record and mix performances in up to
32-bit/192 kHz

› Create fluidly with non-stop playback
interaction

› Mix sessions easily with renowned automation

› Share tracks and collaborate with anyone,
anywhere, with 1 GB of free cloud storage

› Get over $2,000 USD worth of additional
plugins, sound libraries, and more for free with
any Pro Tools annual subscription

PRO TOOLS ARTIST 
For aspiring music creators

› Make music easily with up to 32 audio tracks
and 32 instrument tracks

› Record up to 16 audio sources simultaneously

› Get inspired with over 100 virtual instruments
and plugins

› Start your creative journey for just
$9.99 USD/month

PRO TOOLS STUDIO
For professional music creators

› Create huge mixes with up to 512 audio tracks
and 512 instrument tracks

› Record up to 64 audio sources simultaneously

› Get inspired with over 120 virtual instruments
and plugins

› Mix in stereo, surround, and immersive audio

PRO TOOLS FLEX 
For audio post and high-end music

› Create massive mixes with up to 2,048 audio
tracks and 512 instrument tracks

 › Record up to 256 audio sources simultaneously

› Get inspired with over 120 virtual instruments
and plugins

› Mix in stereo, surround, and immersive audio

› Get advanced tools and workflows for audio
post production

› Work with up to 64 video tracks

› Integrate with Pro Tools | HDX and HD Native
systems for precision picture lock

Pro Tools® is the most used audio production software that 

artists, music producers, and sound professionals rely on 

daily to create the world’s most loved music, movies, TV 

shows, and games. Get everything you need to create, 

record, edit, and mix studio-quality productions. Take on 

any project with advanced features that power you through 

the most demanding projects. And achieve your creative 

vision with tons of plugins, sounds, and tools that make it 

easy to bring your ideas to life. 

PRODUCE WITH THE TOOLS PROFESSIONALS USE

More GRAMMY®-winning records have been made with Pro Tools than 

any other DAW, thanks to its deep, comprehensive toolset and world-

class audio performance. With the same innovative features at your 

fingertips, you can create, record, edit, and dial-in equally brilliant 

mixes—whether you’re on a laptop at home or in one of the world’s 

iconic studios.

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO MAKE MUSIC

With incredible virtual instruments, hundreds of instrument sounds, and 

powerful MIDI tools, you have tons of creative options to explore and keep 

you inspired. Build beats, basslines, and more with loops that instantly 

conform to your session BPM. Capture performances in pristine quality. 

And create that hit record sound—including spatial audio—with a suite of 

studio-staple plugins and the best mixing automation in the industry. 

CREATE SOUND FOR FILM, TV, GAMES, AND MORE

Experience the most efficient and integrated workflows for audio 

post production—from dialogue editing and ADR to the final mix and 

delivery. Get unrivaled performance and precision when paired with 

Pro Tools | HDX™. Play HD and high-res video right in your Pro Tools 

timeline to create, edit, and mix sound in perfect sync with the picture. 

Automate every audible element in a scene. And mix in surround and 

immersive audio formats, including Dolby Atmos®.

THE HEART AND SOUL OF YOUR STUDIO

Pro Tools is the creative core of a complete studio setup. Achieve the 

highest quality recordings, run complex sessions easily, and create in 

the moment with Pro Tools audio interfaces and hardware systems that 

offer latency-crushing DSP acceleration. And get unmatched hands-on 

control of Pro Tools functions, plugins, pans, faders, and more with Avid® 

control surfaces. 

PRO TOOLS
Legendary sound starts here

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT 

avid.com/protools

http://www.avid.com/protools
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COMPARE SUBSCRIPTION VERSIONS

PRO TOOLS ARTIST PRO TOOLS STUDIO PRO TOOLS FLEX

Ideal for…

Anyone looking to make 
professional-quality music 
and beats with easy-to-use 

creative tools

Artists, musicians, and 
producers who need the 

full toolset for professional 
music production

Large-scale music and/or 
audio post production  
and those who rely on  
Pro Tools | HD systems

Included Pro Tools software Pro Tools Artist Pro Tools Studio Pro Tools Ultimate™

Included third-party 
software/services

Celemony Melodyne 
essential

Celemony Melodyne 
essential

Celemony Melodyne 
essential, SoundFlow Cloud  

Avid Edition

Included plugins Artist Bundle (100+ plugins)
Complete Production 

Bundle
Complete Production 

Bundle

Inner Circle rewards
Included with annual 

subscriptions only
Included with annual 

subscriptions only
Included with annual 

subscriptions only

Audio tracks 32 512 2,048

Instrument tracks 32 512 512

MIDI tracks 64 1,024 1,024

Aux tracks/routing folders 32/32 128/128 1,024/1,024

VCA tracks - 128 128

Master tracks 1 64 512

Video tracks - 1 64

Simultaneous  
recording inputs

16 64

256 (Core Audio, ASIO)

192 (HDX Hybrid Engine, 
HDX Classic)

64 (HD Native)

Pro Tools systems and 
interface support

Pro Tools | Carbon™,  
VENUE | S6L

Pro Tools | Carbon,  
Pro Tools | HDX and  

HD Native + interfaces,  
VENUE | S6L

Third-party hardware 
support

Any Core Audio, ASIO, 
or WASAPI-compatible 

interface

Any Core Audio, ASIO, 
or WASAPI-compatible 

interface

Any Core Audio, ASIO, 
or WASAPI-compatible 

interface

Multichannel mixing Stereo
Stereo, surround, Dolby 

Atmos, Ambisonics
Stereo, surround, Dolby 

Atmos, Ambisonics

Advanced automation • •
Advanced audio  
post toolset •

Support Standard Standard ExpertPlus

http://avid.com/protools



